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Abstract Driver circuits that save switching power by
25 % or more using LC resonance energy recovery are
shown for use in clock and data networks. Resonant and
other energy savings circuits are shown from global to
local leaf cell clocking. A 109 operating frequency range
with power reductions allows dynamic voltage and frequency scaling for power management. The resonance used
only for the brief transition periods rather than the entire
clock cycle and thus small on-chip inductors around 2 nH
range are sufficient to support this timing. A new resonant
driver that generates tracking pulses at each transition of
clock for dual edge operation across scaled frequencies is
proposed. The design is readily scaled from 90 to 45 nm in
standard CMOS processes and beyond. It is robust with
50 % variation in component values for functionality and
skew performance. The resulting power savings add up to
10’s of watts in high performance processors. Skew
reductions are achieved without needing to increase the
interconnect widths. A 40 % driver active area reduction is
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also achieved. The scheme is naturally compatible with
dynamic logic allowing their increased use at lower power.
Keywords Low power  Dynamic voltage frequency
scaling (DVFS)  Resonant clocking  Resonant dynamic
logic  Clock distribution network

1 Introduction
Power consumption is a key issue in high performance
systems based on deep submicron (DSM) processors
(CPUs and GPUs) as they may consume hundreds of watts.
To handle this and the consequent reliability concerns,
elaborate sensing and thermal management are required.
VLSI circuits operating in GHz range typically have
switching power dissipation much larger than leakage
losses. A robust low-skew clock distribution network
(CDN) alone can consume 24 to 70 % of total chip power
[1]. Resonant circuit operation for reducing power consumption in such high speed clocking applications has been
extensively explored [1–5]. The energy used to charge the
clock grid node each period can be recycled within the
resonant tank network formed by the large global clock
capacitances (C) and integrated inductors (L). More than
40 % of power saving is predicted with optimal synthesis
algorithms [3]. Since only losses need to be overcome at
resonance, after the initial start-up, additional power savings can be realized by reducing the strength of clock
buffers driving the LC load.
An LC resonant global CDN driving a large load
(*2 nF) at 4 GHz is integrated in the processor described
in [4]. Full functionality over a 20 % range in clock frequencies was demonstrated, while saving 6–8 W of power.
A similar resonant grid solution that saves 25 % of the
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clock distribution power of another high performance
processor was reported in [5]. For load capacitor CL total
power dissipation is frequency f times CL V2dd [6]. At
1 GHz clock rate, to achieve even a 1 V swing in a 1 nF
capacitor takes at least 1 W of power [7]. In these resonance schemes, for a given choice of L, the operating clock
range is restricted around the resonance frequency f = 1/
2pHLCL. The solution is thus tied to one operating clock
frequency. It does not maintain the power savings across
dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS). DVFS is
very important in runtime power management as it is
extensively used by high performance processors for
instance in ACPI power modes (P-States) [8].
This article describes the integration of resonant and
non-resonant circuits at various levels of CDN like in in
Fig. 1. The numerous active and distributed passive components involved are detailed later. The LC resonance
operation proposed is used only for the rise and fall transitions rather than the entire clock period [7] and thus is not
tied to one clock frequency. Energy recovery is then
achieved over a much wider frequency range enabling
DVFS. Run time optimization of the resonance operation
through pulse width control results in more savings of the
clock power. Automatic clock synthesis is possible using
top level metal layers for inductors without an active area
penalty [3]. High performance processor benchmark from
ISPD2010 clock synthesis contest, drawn from IBM and
Intel, in 45 nm [9] is used as a test case to demonstrate
power reductions. CDNs savings can total to several watts
of power in current DSM processors and ASICs.

Fig. 1 A comprehensive clock distribution and data capture [7]
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2 Resonant clock and data circuits
In this paper, we term the conventional LC resonant
solutions as CR solutions since the resonating inductor and
capacitor are connected to each other continuously. We
introduce an LC wide frequency resonant driver (WRD)
that does not need to connect to the output over the entire
cycle. The topology can be used to reduce power in logic
gates of data path as well. A simplification of this intermittently connected [10] topology called pulsed resonant
driver (PRD) is described later in ‘‘Circuitry for timing and
latching’’ sections.
2.1 Conventional continuous resonance driver (CRD)
The most commercially viable resonant clocking technique
based on Fig. 2 that requires minimum change from conventional clock design was demonstrated in [5]. Only the
global clock tree was modified to enable resonant (sinusoidal) clocking where an additional metal layer was added
on top of the conventional tree to attach the inductors and
decoupling capacitors (Cdc).
From the incoming pulses of period TCLK, the resonant
clock driver output has a frequency component fCLK = 1/
TCLK as below,
Vout ðtÞ ¼ 0:5 Vdd þ 0:5 Vdd  sinð2p  t=TCLK Þ:

ð1Þ

Due to waveform determined by (1) resonant clocks
have also been synonymously referred to as sinusoidal
clocks [5]. Taking the rise/fall time (Trise, fall) as the time
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Fig. 2 Conventional
continuous LC resonant
clocking driver (CRD)

difference between the points of 90 and 10 % of the clock
peak, Trise, fall is given by,
Trise;fall ¼ 0:29TCLK

ð2Þ

When the rise/fall times are long, as is the case for low
frequencies, it leads to power and delay performance
degradation. This is one of the reasons CR is still not
widely adopted. Secondly, additional chip area occupied by
the inductor may not be acceptable, especially for load
capacitance values of 1 pF or less. Thirdly, as the resopﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nance frequency is set by fCLK = 1/TCLK = 1/2p LC,
different inductor values are needed to generate different
frequencies. This makes it incompatible to DVFS, unless
the inductors are changed. Moreover, at frequencies 29
lower than resonance, waveforms get warped [4] and the
skew suffers as well. While the CR can easily be disconnected at these frequencies, the power savings will not be
available. The decoupling capacitors, as indicated Fig. 2, to
hold Vdd/2 center bias for CR are quite large, more than 6
times the load capacitance.
The need to meet a high performance clock skew target
necessitates the use of a mesh that connects all low skew
sinks as shown in Fig. 1. The combined capacitance loads,
interconnect and driver capacitance (C) of this grid can be
several nanofarads. The total power dissipation of nonresonant (NR) drivers is given by,
PNR ¼ CV2dd fCLK :

ð3Þ

This can be several 10’s of watts to meet the stringent
skew requirements that necessitate use of wide interconnect. The CR power dissipation PCR is given by,
PCR ¼ ð3p=4QÞ CV2dd fCLK :

ð4Þ

where Q is the combined quality factor of inductor and load
capacitor [4] [5]. It accounts for the equivalent series
resistance (ESR) of the capacitance and the DC resistance
(DCR) of the inductance. Even for low Q values of 3, CR

power can be reduced for global CDNs and have been
reported to yield 25 % or more power reductions [5]. LC
resonant circuit operation can reduce the buffer sizes as
well [5]. This reduces the total load capacitance C in (4)
and lowers the power further. Hence, in spite of the issues
listed earlier, CR CDNs are attractive to save power at
global level clock distribution.
Usually local clock sectors are buffered so that the clock
signal feeding the registers, as shown in the bottom of
Fig. 1, is a square (wave) clock. Inserting inverters in the
clock path eliminates the energy recovery property. If the
bulk of the CDN capacitance is in its leaves, then the
largest power advantage will come by extending the resonance down to the flip-flops. The clock buffers can be
removed to allow the clock energy to resonate between the
inductor and the local clock capacitance.

2.2 Square clock generation with WRD
Figure 3(a) shows the switching model of a WRD that can
be used for a clock grid like Fig. 1. This topology is more
compact than CRD, with an inductor in bottom as a ‘footer’
of S2 [7]. To understand the topology shown in Fig. 3(a),
assume that S1 is initially closed till the output rises to Vdd
and then opened. When the clock needs to go low, then the
bottom switch S2 is closed for a controlled duration of
TLON connecting the inductor L to output. With the
inductor connected, the output goes low without wasting
the stored capacitor energy. Assuming ideal inductor and
switch, a lossless LC tank is formed when S2 is closed,
allowing energy to be transferred in either direction. If S2
is opened when all the energy on the load capacitor at Vdd
is transferred to the inductor bias supply VLB, then maximum energy can be recovered. This energy is later reused
to pull up the output at the rising edge of the clock by
closing S2 again for TLON. Closing S2 at each edge of the
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Table1 Voltage and currents at critical time points
Phase#

1

Time switch
On/Off

TLC = 2pHLC, Io = Vdd H(C/L)
Ideal
vc(t)

Ideal
current
iL(t)

vc(t) with
finite Q

t=0

Vdd

0

Vdd

Vdd/2

Io

[Vdd/2

00

0

0.5Vdd
(1-exp(-p/2Q))

0

0

*0

Vdd/2

-Io

\Vdd/2

Vdd

0

*0.5Vdd
(1?exp(-p/Q))

Vdd

0

Vdd

S1 off, S2 on
2

t = 0.25TLC
S1 off, S2 on

3

t = 0.5TLC
S1 and S2 off

4

t = T/2
S1 off, S2 on

5

t = T/2 ? 0.25TLC
S1 off, S2 on

Fig. 3 Wide frequency clock driver (WRD) with inductor ‘footer’

6

S1 on, S2 off
7

clock regenerates an output square clock at nearly the same
duty cycle as the input. Ideally, switch S1 need not be
closed after the first pull up operation.
S2 is closed twice in each cycle. It will be shown that
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
TLON is ideally half the LC resonance time 2p LC, designated as TLC. The capacitor voltage vc (t) and inductor
current iL(t) will be governed by equations similar to (1)
but only during the S2 switch closure TLON. With the initial
condition vc(0) as Vdd and inductor supply VLB set at Vdd/2
the rise and fall equations are,
vc ðtÞ ¼ 0  5 Vdd þ 0:5 Vdd  cosð2p  t=TLC Þ; iL ðtÞ
¼ Io sinð2p  t=TLC Þ

ð6Þ

For a clock time period of TCLK = T, with a 50 % duty
cycle, various values of voltages and currents, at important
phases are shown sequentially in Table 1. Values derived
from (6) are shown in ideal columns.
In phase 3, at the time t = 0.5TLC the inductor current is
zero. This is the optimal time to disconnect the inductor, by
turning off S2, as the entire stored energy of the inductor
would have been transferred to the bias supply VLB. The
pulse (TLON) that closes the switch S2 for discharge should
thus ideally be of 0.5TLC duration, covering phase 2 to 3.
Thus TLON is set to half the period of the sinusoidal wave at
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p LC. Similarly in phase 5 and 6, when energy is
recovered, the switch is again closed for 0.5TLC duration.
Thus S2 needs to be close for at least TLC, the sinusoidal
period of resonance, during the entire clock period T.
Due to resistive losses from the switch and inductor, the
voltage may not recover fully to ?Vdd. The resistor losses
can be modeled as the quality factor Q of the inductor
which damps the sinusoid in (6) with the term ept=TLCQ .
The last column in Table 1 shows the output voltage values
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t = T/2 ? 0.5TLC
t = T/2 ? TLC
S1 and S2 off

with losses from a finite value of Q. To refresh these losses,
the switch S1 is now briefly closed in phase 6, for 0.5TLC
or less. Only a small amount of energy is now needed from
the power supply for continuous operation.
Figure 3(b) shows a CMOS implementation of WRD
scheme with switches S1 and S2 corresponding to transistors M1 and M2 respectively. Refresh is done by preClock_P pulses and store/recover by preClock_N pulses.
The resonance operation can be disabled by the signal
Resn_OFF set to high at the gate of a large transistor. The
switch to disable this is in parallel to the inductor and thus
less intrusive than existing schemes [7].
Figure 4 shows simulation results using BSIM models
for a 45 nm standard CMOS process. A pre-layout value of
3 is targeted for the Q factor. Simulation results match well
with the theoretical description of the resonant operation
described previously. Various phases from 1–7 in Table 1
are indicated in the clock period. The output voltage adiabatically discharges (phases 2 and 3) and charges (phases
5 and 6). The recovery phases draw minimal current, since
it is supplied by the stored energy on Ctank.
For operation of the drivers in Fig. 3(b), split signals
preClock_P and preClock_N are required, as in other
reported schemes [5]. The preClock_P active low pulse
closes M1 to function as the refresh switch for the start of
the high period of the clock. The preClock_N signal
closes M2 to charge and discharge capacitor CLoad
through the inductor. Thus, preClock_N in Fig. 3(b) is
effectively at twice the clock frequency to cover both
edges of the clock.
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Clock OUT

Inductor Current
V

DD

Supply Current

PreClk_N input
PreClk P input
Fig. 4 Energy recovery with resonant adiabatic operation

The charge and discharge times of 0.5TLC each add up
to a latency of TLC. The refresh phase needs at most 0.5TLC
to bring the voltage up to Vdd. An additional delay margin
of TLC is allocated for transient settling in high and low
clock periods. All these delays and safety margins for the 7
phases need a minimum clock period T of about 2.5TLC,
requiring a resonance frequency larger than 2.5 times
maximum clock operating frequency (Fmax). As an example, for a 1 pF load at 2 GHz, TLC is set to 0.2 ns using a
1 nH inductor.
The doubled frequency waveform preClock_N can be
achieved by a simple logical OR function of pulse generators activated by edges of the clock. The timing signal
inputs WRD can be derived from the global clock with
multi-phase timing generator circuits. Example circuits are
described below in section III.
The inductor supply at VLB is generated by an on-chip
charge pump regulator using tank capacitors Ctank and
Ctank1 that can be implemented from the parasitics and
MOS gate capacitance. The value of Ctank does not need to
be large compared to total CLoad as there are no hard ripple
requirements. The stray capacitance on VLB node can
actually be part of Ctank for voltage regulation. A small
amount of current is drawn from the VDD power supply in
the steady state. In multi-voltage design the VLB may also
be readily available from other supply generation circuits.
2.3 Resonant dynamic logic (RDL)
In dynamic logic gates, the output is pulled to Vdd during
refresh/pre-charge phase of the clock cycle T [11]. Valid
input is required only during the evaluation phase of the
period. Figure 5 shows a resonant version of domino-style
dynamic logic [10]. While the pre-charge (REF) and
evaluate (EVAL) signals are also part of the resonant gate
operation shown below, an additional phase is needed for
energy recovery with the timing signal REC. When input

Fig. 5 CMOS implementation of resonant dynamic logic (RDL)

IN is logic 1, the inductor is disconnected from the output.
When IN is logic 0 it is connected to the output twice
before the next clock cycle starts. M1 functions as the
refresh switch. M2 is used to charge and discharge
capacitor C through inductor. The CMOS gate will generate the necessary control voltages to connect and disconnect the inductor to save and recover energy. The
EVAL and REC active low pulse widths are 0.5TLC for
resonance operation. TLC is a fraction of T to fit two units
of it in the Evaluate and Recover phases.
At the end of the recovery, the refresh switch M1 is
momentarily closed by REF pulse to compensate for finite
Q losses and bring OUT voltage fully back to Vdd. The
refresh switch may also be closed during logic 1 to account
for any charge leakage from the capacitor. Note that the
inductor is only utilized during the transition times and
otherwise free for rest of the cycle. The logic expression
for LON is given by, LON = EVAL. IN’ ? REC. OUT’
Figure 6 shows the timing signals necessary for the
correct logical operation of RDL.
For input IN = 0, LON is high and M2 connects the
inductor to the output load capacitor C. By lossless
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Fig. 6 Timing signals derived from clock supporting energy recovery switching

resonance given by (6), OUT goes to ground when the
switch is closed for duration (TLON) of 0.5TLC. Thus we
achieve the correct logical evaluation for the driver with
the energy stored in the inductor supply. For the OUT = 0
now, LON evaluates to high (Vdd) again with active low
REC pulse for LON. The M2 switch is again closed for
another short period of 0.5TLC. This will restore the output
to the pre-charge value Vdd, assuming ideal lossless
transfer of energy from the inductor supply to output load
capacitor. To compensate for finite Q losses, the refresh
switch M1 is momentarily closed by REF pulse, at the end
of the recovery, to bring the voltage fully back to Vdd.
The W/L ratio for M2 is kept large enough to minimize
the ON resistance and to maximize the effective quality
factor (Q) of the LC tank. The charge/discharge time
0.5TLC is a fraction of the main clock period set at 0.2T.
The inductor needed is less than 5 nH for a 1 pF load at
1 GHz for TLC = 0.4 ns.
Figure 7 shows simulation results using BSIM3 models
for a 90 nm standard CMOS MOSIS process. An on-chip
capacitor is assumed as the load, that is equivalent to
driving 800 unit area (1 9 1l2) transistors for clock/data
lines or 2 mm long interconnects. Power is compared a
non-resonant (NR) domino style circuit driving same load.
Simulation results show that at 0.5 GHz rate they match
well with the theoretical description of the resonant operation. The output voltage discharges in the evaluate cycle
for IN = 0, and charges up again in recover phase.The
inductor current curve in Fig. 7 shows the sinusoidal
operation as defined by (6). An on-chip value of about 3 is
targeted for the Q factor. When the inductor switches off, a
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certain amount of overshoot or ringing may be seen in the
inductor current at a higher frequency. This is due to parasitic capacitances and the residual energy left in the
inductor. While a smaller Q actually helps in reducing the
ringing, it will also diminish the power savings. Keeping
the switch closed for a slightly longer time helps to recover
extra energy and can give more power savings. Note that
the inductor is only utilized during the transitions times and
is otherwise free for rest of the cycle.

3 Circuitry for timing and latching
While the above clock driver gives near 50 % duty cycle
square clocks, it is also possible to generate pulsed clocks
that are simpler and more energy efficient. The WRD and
RDL need timing pulses for proper operation. These circuits and other data capturing circuits that work well with
pulsed inputs are now addressed. Once the clock is distributed globally, it is then locally tapped off to regional
buffers that drive data capturing flip flops as shown in
Fig. 1. Resonant circuits to save energy in these buffers are
also described here. All these can be judiciously used from
clock generation to distribution.
3.1 Pulsed resonance drivers (PRD)
Figure 8 shows the pulse resonance driver (PRD) as a
simplified version of WRD where the gates are not split but
tied together. The PRD topology operates by connecting
the control nodes of switches S1 and S2 to a clock derived
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Fig. 7 Operation at 1.8 V supply and 0.5 GHz

The actual switch (M2) closure time TPW is set by LC
resonance frequency fR (1/2pHLCL) and is independent of
clock period TCLK. This gives the wide frequency operation
feature of PRD, down to the lowest clocking frequency.
The slew rate is set by the faster resonance time fixed by
TLC (=1/fR), than the variable TCLK. Therefore, PRD solves
most limitations of CRD as follows:
•
Fig. 8 PRD operation timing waveforms

pulse stream of double the width of WRD (TPW * TLC), to
generate a pulse stream at the output [12].
Figure 8 shows the timing waveforms for the PRD circuit with an input pulse stream. If the width of input pulses
(TPW) shown in Fig. 8 is enough to allow the inductor
current waveform to go through a complete cycle, all the
possible energy is recovered. The pulse width (TPW) can be
used as a control parameter during run time to optimize the
clock power by arriving at peak voltage recovery point.
Based on the equivalent RLC network, this voltage can be
calculated [13] as 0.5Vdd•(1 ? e-p/Q) and the optimized
power PPR to pull it back to full Vdd swing can be shown to
be,


2
PPR ¼ 0:5 1  ep=Q CL Vdd
fCLK :
ð5Þ

•
•

•

The slew rate is increased by fR/fCLK from CR slew rate
from (2)
Faster rise/fall times also give smaller clock skew
PR inductance requirement is reduced to (fCLK/fR) 2 of
CR value and need not be changed for lower
frequencies.
Power reductions are achieved at any clock frequency
across DVFS by keeping fR sufficiently high

Usually, the effective CL also reduces[50 % for resonant
schemes due to smaller buffer sizes, so that [60 % savings
can be seen even for an effective Q of 2. The input signal
pulse width TPW should ideally be of TLC duration, basically
the period of resonance. Due to the non-idealities of the
active circuitry it may be need to be larger in practice. This
period (TLC) can be set at a third of maximum TCLK or even
less. As an example, for a 1 pF load at 1 GHz clock rate, TLC
is 0.2 ns using a 1 nH inductor results in a 5 GHz resonance
frequency fR. Conventional CR would need 25 nH to resonate with a 1 pF load. As the inductor is not continuously
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connected to the output, it only needs a global bias line VLB,
without the need for large decoupling capacitors as in CRD
of Fig. 2. Repeated high going pulses still need to be generated at edges of the square clock and fed to the pulse input
of this driver as in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 8 above there is some ringing in the current that
can be observed when the inductor is disconnected and left
floating in the non-resonant portion. This is actually necessary to conserve energy. Having external inductors or
using bond wire inductance is beneficial in keeping the
inductive current spikes away from the substrate. The
scheme requires controlled pulses proportional to HLCL be
generated with minimal power.

The input stage that generates pulses can be shared among
multiple PRDs, if the TLC requirements are homogenous
among the drivers.
While Fig. 9 circuit generates pulses for both edges as
required by PreCLk_N of WRD, the PreClk_P of Figs. 3
and 4 can be generated in parallel by using an AND gate
instead of XNOR. The REF, EVAL and REC signals for
RDL operation in Fig. 6 can all be similarly synthesized
with appropriate delays and gates. The replica method
above ensures the required pulse widths for optimal energy
recovery across variations of PVT.

3.2 Circuit for controlled pulse generation

Dynamic circuits even without internal resonant operation
save power in data latching. The true single phased clocked
latch (TSPC) with proven reliability, robustness and scaling advantages pairs well with PRD. This combination
shown in Fig. 10 is termed as explicit-pulsed true single
phase flip flop (epTSPC). The main advantage is the use of
a single clock phase. Dynamic output nodes are isolated by
static inverters to prevent charge sharing effects during
operation [14–16].
Although simpler split output versions are possible, this
topology allows for the targeted voltage scaling from 1.3 to
0.5 V. Careful sizing on internal transistors is necessary to
prevent glitching even for static data [6]. TSPC latches also
demand steep and controlled slopes of the enabling clock
edge to prevent malfunctions from undefined values and
race conditions. The PRD naturally creates the controlled
sharp falling edges from resonance, to trigger correctly the
bank of TSPC latches and interconnect. The PRD pulse
width is also chosen to meet the latch transparency window
target. An ideal dual edge-triggered (DET) flip-flop allows
the same data throughput as a single edge-triggered flipflop while operating at half the clock frequency and sampling data on both edges of the clock. If the clock load of
the DET flip-flop is not significantly larger than the single

Figure 9 shows a novel PRD circuit with an input delay
generator for the required controlled pulse width TPW. The
series input inductor with a Miller multiplier of matching
capacitance generates an LC filter delay equal to one pulse
width. This acts as a replica delay and tracks the PRD
output resonance pulse width of TLC. The width needs to be
large enough to complete one cycle of LC resonance as
discussed earlier. Thanks to the Miller gain, it is not necessary to have the entire load capacitance duplicated for the
replica delay. For a given load capacitance, the feedback
capacitance can be just 20 % of the load capacitance or
less, to minimize area overhead. While the circuit generates
pulses for both edges, other signals can be generated in
parallel by using an AND/OR gate instead of XNOR.
As in the example of 1 pF load, a matching capacitance
of less than 0.2 pF is sufficient for generating 200 ps wide
pulses with 1 nH inductor using the circuit in Fig. 9. These
component value choices are made at design time. For runtime adjustments, the variable resistor Ropt can be tuned to
adjust the RLC filter delay and minimize dynamic power.
The matching mechanism from design time ensures functionality as seen by simulations over PVT and mismatches.
Run-time tuning is more energy efficient. This efficient
circuit can drive timing elements meeting the requirements
of robustness and controlled slew rates. The pulsed resonance naturally creates the controlled sharp falling edges.

Fig. 9 Dual edge matched delay PRD
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3.3 Dynamic latch solutions with PRD

Fig. 10 epTSPC driven by PRD
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edge-triggered version, the power in the CDN is reduced by
a factor of two. Dual edge operation for epTSPC simply
implies that the explicit pulse generator gives pulses at both
edges of the clock like the circuit in Fig. 9. The epTSPC of
Fig. 10 works on negative pulses from the PRD of Fig. 9.
For dual edge triggered TSPC (deTSPC), some of the circuit structure needs to be replicated with appropriate
change in devices [14]. These are used with conventional
clock drivers for power savings comparison [15]. While
epTSPC has lesser transistors, the burden falls on the PRD
to have additional logic like in Fig. 9 to generate controlled
pulses on both edges of the incoming clock [16].

4 System design and integration
The implementation of the complete clock and data subsystem in the SoC is now described. Figure 11 shows a
scalable driver horn used as a benchmark CDN in this
paper to compare the power dissipations [15–18].
The total input capacitance for the local bank of flip-flops
and the connecting wires is shown as CL. The gain ‘n’ is
balanced evenly across the driver stages with the input
capacitance of each stage being the output capacitance divided
by ‘n’. Figure 11 represents the actual implementation of a
4-stage tapered buffering shown at the bottom of Fig. 2 for NR
clocking. The area of the PRD output stage is equivalent to 5
medium-sized standard inverters (IVM) which have a 10 lm
NMOS and 14.6 lm PMOS in the IBM/PTM 45 nm technology [9]. The rest of the active circuitry shown in Fig. 11
takes the equivalent of 6 IVMs. In contrast to Fig. 9, the NRD
as represented in Fig. 11 would take 64 such IVMs. Thus there
is a 4x reduction in active area with PRD. The clock is

Fig. 11 Distributed local clock tree buffers driving flip-flops

distributed using an H-tree network on a metal layer with
wires of 0.1 X/lm resistance and 0.2 fF/lm capacitance.
Clock skew can be reduced by wires in parallel at the expense
of more power. With proper sizing and spacing of clock wires,
the clock skew targets can be met [19].
The layout plan of these cells is shown in Fig. 12 as
verified in Calibre. The epTSPC takes less than 60 % of
deTSPC area as illustrated in Fig. 12(a). Complete PRD of
Fig. 9 and the 1024 epTSPCs can fit in 100 9 100 lm2 area
shown in Fig. 12(b). The two 1 nH inductors, needed for
PRD, can be best implemented in the top metal layer, well
within the 100 9 100 lm2 area above the active area of the
flops. The deTSPC flips-flops, grouped into 32 9 32 registers, are distributed across 1009 100 lm2 in Fig. 12(c).
Additional 50 % area is needed for NR buffer horns shown
in Fig. 12(c). PRD clocking thus takes 40 % less area than
NRD. The complete leaf cell test bench of 1024 flip-flops
clocked by PRD through an H-tree clocking network was
extracted. The extracted parasitics from layout affecting the
performance are used in HSPICE simulations.

5 Simulation results
5.1 Power savings and DVFS performance
Dynamic power evaluation on 45 nm IBM compatible
process from ISPD2010 bench marks is chosen as a test
case. A CDN, scaled for a 45 nm, is simulated for more than
a frequency decade below the maximum operating frequency (Fmax) of 4 GHz. Power savings over a 10x frequency range of the WRD are compared to those of a nonresonant driver (NRD) in Fig. 13. For a direct comparison,
the NRD and WRD are sized to drive a 1 pF load Though
power is needed for the pre-drivers of both WRD and NRD,
they in turn eliminate short circuit currents that would have
consumed larger power. The average energy per cycle of
PWRD (\1.4 mW) in a fixed interval for WRD is less than
that of PNRD ([2.5 mW) of NRD. This can be seen from
comparing the total area under the PNRD and smaller PWRD
curves in the bottom row of Fig. 13. WRD does need current from VLB bias supply, but puts it back during discharge
cycle, as seen in the negative excursions. WRD saves power
for both the frequencies of 2 GHz in Fig. 13(a) and
200 MHz in Fig. 13(b). Analyzing the power savings
variations versus inductor connect time TLON, it is seen that
for values from 0.4TLC to 0.9TLC the efficiency of energy
recovery is still maintained [7]. Larger TLON implies more
latency or lesser Fmax. Thus, by centering TLON timing
around 0.65TLC, power savings can be assured for 50 %
variation in the inductor and capacitor values, resulting in a
robust design [10].
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Fig. 12 Layout floor plan for comparing PR and NR clocking solutions a epTSPC vs deTSPC cells b PRD and 1024 esTSPCs in 100 9 100 lm2
c non resonant driver horn driving 1024 deTSPCs
Fig. 13 Power savings over
109 clocking frequency range
in 45 nM. a 2 GHz WRD
operation with power savings
over NRD b 200 MHz WRD
operation with power savings
over NRD

5.2 Post-layout simulations with flip flop array
The complete leaf cell implementation in 45 nm of the 1024
flops clocked by PR through an H-tree network of Fig. 12

Fig. 14 PVT and MC skew
simulations comparing PR and
NR H-trees
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was used for post-layout simulations. Functionality was
verified from 1.3 to 0.5 V. Figure 14 shows the worst
case of combined simulations of pulse generator and
latches.

Analog Integr Circ Sig Process

Top of Fig. 14 show the early clock and late data
(150 ps skew) stress test condition for worst case timing.
Simulations are for 30 % Monte Carlo variations and
temperature sweep from 25 to 125 C. Comparing the data
capture operation at both the rising and falling edges, NR
with DET FF fails to capture data in some corners when
there is no set-up time before clock edge. PR with epTSPC
captures the data correctly in all cases, even with negative
setup time. This can be used as an advantage for clock deskewing purposes. This reduces the width of interconnect
lines needed to meet a given skew spec resulting in lower
load capacitance and power. The hold time for epTSPC is
well defined by the width of the resonance pulse and the
clock to Q propagation (tc-q) is 4 inverter delays. This
allows for predictable operation and timing closures.
5.3 Global clocking power savings
Figure 1 is the basis for a high performance CDN Mesh/
Grid with DVFS operation from 2 GHz @ 1 V to 500 MHz
@ 0.5 V. It saves more than 25 % dynamic power on 45 nm
process from ISPD2010 bench marks [9]. It has Run-time
Digital Tuning [20] capability for power and skew optimizations by varying resonance pulse width TLON. Resonance
is achieved with smaller inductors occupying only the top
metal area [7]. The inductors are placed in the bottom rail of
resonant drivers. A fairly large clock mesh capacitance of
1 nF is targeted. Figure 15 shows the power savings for
both 1 and 0.5 V operation for WRD implementation across
a wide frequency range shown in log scale.
Figure 15 also compares simulated power savings of
WRD with various conventional continuous resonant driver
(CRD) solutions. Re-simulations of previously reported
CRD solutions for global clocks [4, 5] are done under
identical test conditions. The peak frequencies of CRD can
be larger than Fmax of WRD even for a slower process like

the 90 nm shown. The 32 nm CRD curve shows narrow
band of operation but good power savings at the resonant
frequency, as verified by silicon measurements [5]. WRD
has an order of magnitude frequency range advantage over
CRDs in maintaining power savings [7]. The design is also
portable across process technology nodes.

6 Conclusions
A comprehensive top down solution for applying resonance
in clock and data timing is discussed. A novel driver topology WRD with wide frequency range resonant operation that
consumes 25 % less switching power than a conventional
driver in a clock distribution mesh is shown. As the resonant
inductor is used only during the rise and fall times, smaller
values of inductors are sufficient and a decade of operating
frequency range is possible. This allows for seamless DVFS
operation that runs at lower voltages and frequencies to
dynamically scale power consumption in high performance
processors. Smaller inductor values of PRD make them an
attractive option for multi-voltage and multi-frequency local
clocking solutions. With sufficient unused top metal layers
area, the inductors can be realized with little active area
penalty. Inductors can also be shared between multiple
drivers. A dynamic logic circuit RDL that uses this principle
is also shown. Other dynamic logic circuits can also be
combined with PRD for power reductions at functional level.
This topology can also be used in driving the large capacitance that results in the word-lines and bit-lines of memory
arrays. Thus, this work advances the cause of using energy
saving resonance in main-stream VLSI SoCs by using concepts from analog processing and power management.
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